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Light-chain (AL) amyloidosis is the most common form of systemic amyloidosis and is associated with an underlying plasma cell dyscrasia. The disease often is difficult to recognize because of its broad range of manifestations and what often are vague symptoms. The clinical syndromes at presentation include nephrotic-range proteinuria with or without renal dysfunction, hepatomegaly, congestive heart failure, and autonomic or sensory neuropathy. Recent diagnostic and prognostic advances include the serum free light-chain assay, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, and serologic cardiac biomarkers. Treatment strategies that have evolved during the past decade are prolonging survival and preserving organ function in patients with this disease. This review outlines approaches to diagnosis, assessment of disease severity, and treatment of AL amyloidosis.


The amyloidoses are a group of diseases that have in common the extracellular deposition of pathologic, insoluble fibrils in various tissues and organs. The fibrils have a characteristic β-pleated sheet configuration that produces apple-green birefringence under polarized light when stained with Congo red dye. Many different proteins can form amyloid fibrils, and the types of amyloidosis are classified on the basis of the amyloidogenic protein as well as by the distribution of amyloid deposits as either systemic or localized (1). In the systemic amyloidoses, the amyloidogenic protein is produced at a site that is distant from the site of amyloid deposition. In contrast, in localized disease, the amyloidogenic protein is produced at the site of amyloid deposition.

Light-chain (AL) amyloidosis is the most common type of systemic amyloidosis. Although AL amyloidosis typically is viewed as a rare disease, its incidence is similar to that of Hodgkin’s lymphoma or chronic myelogenous leukemia (2). It is estimated to affect five to 12 people per million per year, although autopsy studies suggest that the incidence might be higher (3). The amyloidogenic protein in AL amyloidosis is an Ig light chain or a fragment of a light chain that is produced by a clonal population of plasma cells in the bone marrow. The plasma cell burden in this disorder is low, typically 5 to 10% (4), although in approximately 10 to 15% of patients, AL amyloidosis occurs in association with multiple myeloma (5).

Several advances during the past decade have had a substantial impact on the approach to treatment and the prognosis of AL amyloidosis. This review focuses on diagnosis, assessment of organ involvement, and treatment of the disease. Treatments that aim to induce hematologic remissions to improve patient survival and the function of affected organs, as well as aspects of symptomatic treatment that are relatively unique to this disease are presented.

Pathogenesis

A detailed elaboration of the pathogenesis of AL amyloidosis is beyond the scope of this article, but a few points warrant discussion. A key feature of all types of amyloidosis is abnormal folding of a protein that is normally soluble (6). In AL amyloidosis, the abnormal folding is the result of either a proteolytic event or an amino acid sequence that renders a light chain thermodynamically unstable and prone to self-aggregation. The aggregates form protofilaments that associate into amyloid fibrils (7). In all types of amyloidosis, glycosaminoglycan moieties of proteoglycans and serum amyloid P (SAP) (8) protein interact with the amyloid fibrils or deposits, promoting fibril formation and stability in tissue (6). Organ dysfunction results from disruption of tissue architecture by amyloid deposits. However, increasing evidence indicating that amyloidogenic precursor proteins or precursor aggregates have direct cytotoxic effects that also contribute to disease manifestations is emerging (9).

In AL amyloidosis, the clonal plasma cells express light chains of the λ isotype more frequently than the κ, with a ratio of approximately 3:1, despite the greater proportion of κ than λ expressing plasma cells in a normal bone marrow. The Ig light-chain variable region (VL) genes that are expressed by AL clones include several that are expressed less frequently in the normal repertoire, indicating that germline-encoded features may contribute to the propensity of certain subtypes of light chains to form amyloid. Evidence of antigen-selective pressure on amyloidogenic VL genes as well as homogeneity of somatic mutations support the concept that the monoclonal transformation of most amyloidogenic plasma cells occurs after B cell maturation and clonal selection in the lymphoid follicle (10). Associations between Ig VL germline gene use and amyloid-
related organ involvement have been described by several groups. This organ tropism may be related to the antigenic affinities of the clonal light chains (11).

**Clinical Presentations**

The organs that most frequently are affected in AL amyloidosis are the kidneys and the heart (5,12); however, virtually any tissue other than the brain can be involved. Kidney involvement usually presents as nephrotic syndrome with progressive worsening of renal function. In a small proportion of patients (approximately 10%), amyloid deposition occurs in the renal vasculature or tubulointerstitium, causing renal dysfunction without significant proteinuria (13). Amyloid deposition in the heart results in rapidly progressive heart failure because of restrictive cardiomyopathy. The ventricular walls are concentrically thickened with normal or reduced cavity size. The ventricular ejection fraction can be normal or only slightly decreased, but impaired ventricular filling limits cardiac output (12). Low voltage on the electrocardiogram is found in a high proportion of patients and often is associated with a pseudo-infarct pattern (12). Hepatomegaly is common and can occur as a result of either congestion from right heart failure or amyloid infiltration of the liver. Hepatomegaly from amyloid infiltration can be massive, and on physical examination, the liver typically is “rock hard” and nontender. Profound elevation of alkaline phosphatase with only mild elevation of transaminases is characteristic of hepatic amyloidosis because infiltration occurs in the sinusoids (14). Autonomic nervous system involvement by AL amyloidosis can lead to orthostatic hypotension, early satiety as a result of delayed gastric emptying, erectile dysfunction, and intestinal motility issues. Painful, bilateral, symmetric, distal sensory neuropathy that progresses to motor neuropathy is the usual manifestation of peripheral nervous system involvement. Soft tissue involvement is characterized by macroglossia, carpal tunnel syndrome, skin nodules, arthropathy, alopecia, nail dystrophy, submandibular gland enlargement, periportal purpura, and hoarseness of voice. Although present in a minority of patients, macroglossia is a hallmark feature of AL amyloidosis. Endocrinopathies such as hypothyroidism and hypoadrenalism are rare but are reported to occur with AL amyloidosis as a result of amyloid infiltration of the glands (5).

**Diagnosis**

The nonspecific and often vague nature of symptoms that are associated with AL amyloidosis frequently leads to delays in diagnosis such that organ dysfunction is advanced by the time treatment is initiated. The diagnosis of AL amyloidosis should be considered in patients with unexplained proteinuria, cardiomyopathy, neuropathy, or hepatomegaly and in patients with multiple myeloma that has atypical manifestations. The diagnosis of AL amyloidosis requires (1) demonstration of amyloid in tissue and (2) demonstration of a plasma cell dyscrasia. Tissue amyloid deposits demonstrate apple-green birefringence when stained with Congo red and viewed under polarizing microscopy. Fine-needle aspiration of abdominal fat is a simple procedure that is positive for amyloid deposits in >70% of patients with AL amyloidosis (15,16). Other tissues that allow for relatively noninvasive biopsy procedures are the minor salivary glands, gingiva, rectum, and skin. However, obtaining tissue from an affected organ may be necessary to establish the diagnosis of amyloidosis.

Once a tissue diagnosis of amyloidosis has been established, confirmation of AL disease requires demonstration of a plasma cell dyscrasia by a bone marrow biopsy showing predominance of λ- or κ-producing plasma cells or by the presence of a monoclonal light chain in the serum or urine. Immunofixation electrophoresis should be performed on the serum and urine because, in contrast to multiple myeloma, the concentration of the monoclonal light chain often is too low to be detected by simple protein electrophoresis.

The recently introduced serum free-light-chain (FLC) assay, a nephelometric immunoassay, has a sensitivity for circulating free light chains that is reportedly >10-fold that of immunofixation electrophoresis (17,18). Because the FLC assay is quantitative, it has utility not only in diagnosis but also in following disease progression or response to treatment, as is discussed later. The normal concentrations of serum free light chains are 3.3 to 19.4 mg/L for κ isotype and 5.7 to 26.3 mg/L for λ isotype. The normal κ:λ ratio is 0.26 to 1.65 (17,18). Because free light chains undergo glomerular filtration, the ratio, rather than the absolute level, is the relevant measurement in individuals with renal impairment. A κ:λ ratio of <0.26 strongly suggests the presence of a population of plasma cells that are producing clonal λ free light chains, whereas a ratio >1.65 suggests production of clonal κ free light chains.

The diagnostic utility of the FLC is not firmly established but is under evaluation. In a study of 110 patients with a diagnosis of AL amyloidosis, serum immunofixation was positive in 69%, urine immunofixation was positive in 83%, and the κ:λ ratio by the FLC assay was abnormal in 91%. The combination of an abnormal κ:λ ratio and a positive serum immunofixation identified 99% of patients with AL amyloidosis (19). Another study of 169 patients with AL amyloidosis found that an abnormal free κ:λ ratio had greater specificity and predictive value than absolute levels of free light chains in patients with κ clonal disease (20).

Even if a monoclonal Ig light chain is identified in the serum or the urine, a bone marrow biopsy is mandatory to assess the plasma cell burden (21) and exclude multiple myeloma and other, less common disorders that can be associated with AL amyloidosis, such as Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia (22). It is important to recognize that the presence of a monoclonal band on serum immunofixation may be seen as an apparently incidental finding in 5 to 10% of patients who are older than 70 yr (i.e., “monoclonal gammopathy of uncertain significance” [MGUS]) (23). The serum FLC assay often is normal in such cases (24). Because of the high incidence of MGUS in elderly individuals, further testing should be done to exclude familial or senile forms of amyloidosis if the clinical picture is at all atypical for AL disease. Such testing includes immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence or immunogold electron microscopy of amyloid deposits to identify the amyloidogenic protein (25,26), or genetic testing to rule out familial forms of amyloidosis (27).
**Imaging Techniques for Assessment of Organ Involvement**

Evaluation of the extent of amyloid deposition is desirable because it can help to prognosticate, formulate therapeutic options, and determine the response to treatment. Currently, physical examination and tissue biopsies are the most widely used methods to determine organ involvement. Scintigraphy using substances that bind to amyloid is a tool that also has utility in identifying affected organs. Technetium Tc 99m pyrophosphate binds avidly to many types of amyloid and has been used to identify cardiac amyloid (28). However, quantitative assessment is not possible with this agent, and strongly positive scintigraphic images usually occur only in patients with severe disease, in whom echocardiography generally is diagnostic. Preliminary results suggest that technetium-labeled aprotonin may be more sensitive for imaging amyloid deposits than technetium Tc 99m pyrophosphate (8). Quantitative scintigraphy also can be performed with 123I-labeled SAP (8) component, a molecule that binds to all types of amyloid (29). Multiple studies have suggested that both disease progression and response to treatment correlate with the degree of uptake of the SAP component, but this test currently is not widely available (29).

The echocardiographic features of cardiac amyloidosis have been well-described and are reasonably distinctive in advanced disease (12). Early experience suggests that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may provide an additional method for evaluation of cardiac involvement in amyloidosis and may be particularly useful in distinguishing ventricular wall thickening as a result of amyloid infiltration from ventricular hypertrophy caused by hypertension (30,31). Several investigators have demonstrated abnormal delayed contrast enhancement and abnormal gadolinium distribution kinetics in patients with amyloid cardiomyopathy as compared with hypertensive control subjects (30,31). It has been postulated that the delayed enhancement results from an increase in myocardial interstitial space because of amyloid infiltration. In addition to the delayed enhancement, work using the inherent advantage of cardiac MRI as a three-dimensional imaging technique has suggested that the ratio of left ventricular mass to left ventricular end-diastolic volume might be useful in differentiating cardiac amyloidosis from normal and hypertensive controls (Ruberg et al., unpublished data, 2005), particularly at an early stage of disease. Given these promising findings, cardiac MRI soon may play an important role in both the identification of amyloid cardiomyopathy and the assessment of patients after therapy. The utility of MRI in evaluating amyloid in other organs is not known.

**Biomarkers of Prognosis and Treatment Response**

The rate of disease progression is variable in AL amyloidosis and depends on the extent of organ involvement. The presence of clinically apparent cardiac involvement is an important determinant of outcome. The serum concentration of N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide, either alone (32) or in conjunction with levels of cardiac troponins (33), has been shown to be a sensitive marker of AL amyloidosis–associated cardiac dysfunction and a strong predictor of survival after aggressive treatment. High circulating levels of free light chains were shown recently to be associated with poor outcome (34), and greater reductions in levels after treatment of the underlying plasma cell dyscrasia are associated with both reduction in N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide and improved survival (35).

**Treatment**

The current therapeutic approach to systemic amyloidosis is based on the observations that organ dysfunction improves and survival increases if the synthesis of the amyloidogenic protein precursor is halted. Therefore, the aim of therapy in AL amyloidosis is to reduce rapidly the supply of amyloidogenic monoclonal light chains by suppressing the underlying plasma cell dyscrasia. Decisions about specific treatment regimens for individual patients must take into consideration the balance between anticipated treatment efficacy and tolerability.

**Supportive Therapy**

Regardless of the specific treatment directed against the plasma cell dyscrasia, supportive care to decrease symptoms and support organ function plays an important role in the management of this disease and requires the coordinated care by specialists in multiple disciplines. The mainstay of the treatment of amyloid cardiomyopathy is sodium restriction and the careful administration of diuretics. Achieving a balance between heart failure and intravascular volume depletion is particularly important, especially in patients with autonomic nervous system involvement or nephrotic syndrome. Diuretic resistance is common in patients with severe nephrotic syndrome, and metolazone or spironolactone may be required in conjunction with loop diuretics. Patients with reduced stroke volume can benefit from afterload reduction with angiotensin-converting enzyme (12) inhibitors. However, these agents should be used cautiously, starting with a low dosage and withdrawing if postural hypotension develops. Digoxin generally is not helpful, with the possible exception in patients with atrial fibrillation and rapid ventricular response. Calcium channel blockers can aggravate congestive heart failure in amyloid cardiomyopathy and generally should be avoided. Patients with recurrent syncope may require permanent pacemaker implantation, and ventricular arrhythmias usually are treated with amiodarone and, in some patients, implantable defibrillators.

Orthostatic hypotension can be severe and difficult to manage. Fitted waist-high elastic stockings and midodrine are helpful. Fludrocortisone often is not a good option because of associated fluid retention. Continuous norepinephrine infusion has been reported to be a successful treatment of severe hypertension that is refractory to conventional treatment. Supportive treatment for amyloid-associated kidney disease, as for other causes of nephrotic syndrome, includes salt restriction, diuretics, and treatment of hyperlipidemia. An impact on proteinuria of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin re-
ceptor blockers has not been established, but it is reasonable to use these agents if not precluded by hypotension. Both hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis are used for amyloidosis-associated ESRD. Hemodynamic fragility and gastrointestinal symptoms such as early satiety should be considered in modality selection. Diarrhea is a common and incapacitating problem for patients with autonomic nervous system involvement. Octreotide decreases diarrhea in many patients, but chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction usually is refractory to treatment. Adequate oral or intravenous feeding is mandatory in patients who are undernourished. Neuropathic pain is difficult to control. Gabapentin, although well tolerated, often fails to relieve pain. Other analgesics may be used as adjuvant agents. Bleeding in AL amyloidosis is frequent and multifactorial.

Assessment of Treatment Response

Criteria for hematologic and organ responses for AL amyloidosis were unified and formalized in a recent consensus report (36). Complete hematologic response (CR) is defined as absence of monoclonal protein in serum and urine by immunofixation electrophoresis, normal serum free light chain ratio, and bone marrow biopsy with <5% plasma cells with no clonal predominance by immunohistochemistry. All of these parameters must be present to classify the response as a CR. Hematologic response is associated with a substantial survival advantage, improved quality of life, and improved organ function (3,37). Improved organ function may be evident 3 to 6 mo after treatment, although more delayed responses also occur. Reduction in proteinuria is gradual with continued improvement over 2 or more years. Importantly, a complete clonal hematologic response (CR) is not a prerequisite for clinical response, and clinical improvement still may occur in patients with a partial clonal response (3). However, the rate of clinical response is higher in patients with a CR than in those with a partial one. In one report, a reduction in FLC of >90% was associated with a similar high likelihood of clinical improvement and prolonged survival, regardless of whether patients achieved a CR after treatment (38).

High-Dose Melphalan and Autologous Peripheral Blood Stem Cell Transplantation

High-dose melphalan (HDM) followed by autologous peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (SCT) presently is considered the most effective treatment for AL amyloidosis (3,4,39). The results of single-center and multicenter studies of HDM/SCT are summarized in Table 1 (3,40–50). Encouraging hematologic and clinical responses have been reported in these studies, and although these are not controlled trials, the rates of CR (25 to 67%) far exceed those that are observed with cyclic oral melphalan and prednisone, treatment that had been standard until the past several years.

The major limitation of HDM/SCT is its toxicity. Treatment-related mortality is substantially higher with HDM/SCT for AL amyloidosis (15 to 40%) than for multiple myeloma (<5%), undoubtedly because of the underlying organ dysfunction that is present in the former. Advanced cardiac disease, reduced renal function, involvement of more than two organs, severe hypotension, and poor performance status are predictors of high treatment-associated morbidity and mortality.

Eligibility Criteria for HDM/SCT. The eligibility criteria for HDM/SCT in AL amyloidosis vary among institutions and have evolved as experience has accrued, but all aim to make the treatment available to as many patients as possible while excluding those who are at greatest risk for severe morbidity and mortality. The Boston University Amyloid Program eligibility criteria include a confirmed tissue diagnosis of amyloidosis,

### Table 1. Results of single-center and multicenter studies of HDM/SCT in AL amyloidosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Melphalan Dosage (mg/m²)</th>
<th>TRM (%)</th>
<th>CR (%)</th>
<th>Organ Response (%)</th>
<th>Survival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-center experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reich et al., 2001 (40)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>140 to 200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50% at 1 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Gameren et al., 2002 (41)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>75% at 2 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blum et al., 2003 (42)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertz et al., 2004 (47)</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>100 to 200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>77b</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollee et al., 2004 (44)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>140 to 200</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>56% at 3 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perz et al., 2004 (45)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100 to 200</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>84% at 2 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skinner et al., 2004 (3)</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>100 to 200</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>47% at 5 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow et al., 2005 (46)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>170 to 200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>75% at 4 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicenter experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau et al., 1998 (48)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>140 to 200</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57% at 4 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesole et al., 2006 (49)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>140 to 200</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>56% at 3 yr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gertz et al., 2004 (43)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>62% at 3 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman et al., 2006 (50)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>140 to 200</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>83b</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5.3 yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a**CR, complete hematologic response; HDM/SCT, high-dose melphalan and stem cell transplantation; NA, not applicable; ND, not determined; TRM, treatment-related mortality.

**b**Includes partial and complete hematologic responses.
clear evidence of a clonal plasma cell dyscrasia, age >18 yr, performance status of 0 to 2 using the Southwest Oncology Group criteria, left ventricular ejection fraction >40%, room air oxygen saturation >95%, and supine systolic BP >90 mmHg. Renal impairment including dialysis dependence is not an exclusion criterion. The dosage of melphalan can vary from 100 to 200 mg/m² depending on anticipated tolerability, using risk-adapted approaches such as that described by Comenzo and Gertz (51).

**Stem Cell Mobilization and Collection.** Several aspects of stem cell mobilization and collection pose particular challenges in patients with AL amyloidosis. As with other diseases, previous exposure to alkylating agents impairs hematopoietic stem cell collection; for melphalan, a previous cumulative dosage exceeding 200 mg significantly reduces the ability to mobilize stem cells. This is an important consideration if oral melphalan therapy is used before embarking on HDM/SCT or if a second course of HDM is a possibility in the event of an incomplete hematologic response with the initial course. Patients with AL amyloidosis have more difficulty tolerating the stem cell mobilization and collection processes than do patients with other underlying diseases. Contrary to the typical experience in multiple myeloma, deaths have been reported during mobilization and leukapheresis in AL amyloidosis patients with cardiac or multiorgan involvement (3). Overall, the major complication rate during mobilization or collection is approximately 15% in this disease (3).

To minimize the risk for toxicity, it is recommended that granulocyte colony-stimulating factor be used as a sole mobilizing agent because its use in combination with cyclophosphamide is associated with increased cardiac morbidity, the need for a greater number of apheresis sessions to obtain adequate numbers of stem cells, greater need of hospitalization, and increased toxicity overall (47). Contamination of the apheresis product with clonotypic Ig-positive plasma cells has been demonstrated, but CD34 selection presently is not recommended (52).

**Induction and Conditioning Chemotherapy Regimen before SCT.** Because the burden of clonal plasma cells is modest in most patients with AL amyloidosis, induction with a cytoreducing regimen before HDM/SCT, as is done in multiple myeloma, seems unnecessary, although possible benefits from vincristine, Adriamycin, and dexamethasone (VAD) treatment before SCT have been claimed (53). Evidence from a randomized trial indicates that the delay that is associated with pretransplantation cytoreduction using two cycles of oral melphalan and prednisone is likely to allow disease progression (54). Total body irradiation (550 cGy) before SCT was investigated in a small feasibility study but is not used in current regimens because of cardiac toxicity and what seems to be greater overall morbidity and mortality. Tandem cycles of HDM in which adequate stem cells for two courses of chemotherapy are collected before the initial course of treatment currently is being explored in a clinical trial.

**Hematologic and Clinical Responses to HDM/SCT.** The details of the hematologic clonal responses and organ responses are tabulated in Table 1. The initial report of renal response after HDM/SCT was published in 2001 (55). In this report, 36% of patients had a renal response at 12 months defined as a 50% reduction in 24-h urinary protein excretion in the absence of a 25% or greater reduction in creatinine clearance. There was a striking difference in renal response rate among those with a CR (71%) and those with persistence of the plasma cell dyscrasia (11%) (55).

**Special Problems Associated with HDM/SCT in AL Amyloidosis.** Several challenges with HDM/SCT are unique to patients with AL amyloidosis. Amyloid deposition in the gastrointestinal tract predisposes to gastrointestinal bleeding during periods of cytopenia; this can be exacerbated by amyloid-associated coagulopathies such as factor X deficiency. Anaconda is common in patients with nephrotic syndrome, particularly in association with granulocyte colony-stimulating factor administration. Hypotension from cardiac disease or autonomic nervous system involvement, atrial and ventricular arrhythmias in patients with amyloid cardiomyopathy, difficulties with emergent endotracheal intubation as a result of macroglossia, and spontaneous splenic and esophageal rupture also are problems that can arise during treatment in these patients.

**HDM/SCT after Heart Transplantation.** In patients with end-stage heart failure, heart transplantation may be required as a life-saving procedure. Because of the high likelihood of amyloid recurrence in the transplanted organ, as well as progression in other organs, heart transplantation must be followed by anticlone therapy (56). Although the long-term survival is statistically inferior to that of patients with nonamyloid heart disease, the actuarial 5-yr survival seems to be 50% with treatment for the underlying plasma cell dyscrasia. Therefore, carefully selected patients, without other significant organ involvement, can benefit from heart transplantation followed by aggressive anti-plasma cell treatment.

**Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplantation**

There is a small experience with allogeneic and syngeneic bone marrow transplantation for AL amyloidosis. A recent report by the European Cooperative Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation described 19 patients who underwent allogeneic transplantation (57). The group is heterogeneous because it included four syngeneic, eight reduced-intensity conditioning, and seven full-dose allogeneic transplants, and 10 were T cell–depleted grafts. CR were seen in 10 of the 19 patients. However, the follow-up period was short, the treatment-related mortality was 40%, and only four patients were alive at 36 mo. This report was compiled from registry data from 11 centers. The patient selection and the total number of patients who were evaluated at these centers as potential allogeneic transplant recipients are not known. Nonetheless, it represents the largest number of patients reported, and it is important for the scientific community to be aware of the feasibility of allogeneic transplant and its potential for graft versus tumor, because five of seven patients with complete remission had chronic graft-versus-host disease. The data are of insufficient power to justify the use of this technique in clinical practice, and it should remain the subject of clinical trials.
Conventional Treatment: Oral Melphalan–Based Regimens

The conventional treatment approach for AL amyloidosis, adopted from experience with multiple myeloma, is to administer low-dose oral melphalan in association with prednisone in a cyclical manner. Two randomized, clinical trials demonstrated the efficacy of this regimen; however, the impact was modest, increasing the median patients survival to only approximately 18 mo. This form of treatment only rarely results in CR or reversal of amyloid-related organ dysfunction (58,59).

Many patients with advanced disease, particularly those with cardiac involvement, are unable to tolerate the fluid retention and worsening congestive heart failure that are associated with steroid treatment. The use of sole therapy with oral melphalan administered continuously rather than cyclically has been studied in patients with cardiac amyloidosis. In 30 such treated patients, seven of 13 patients who were assessable after 3 to 4 months of treatment achieved a partial hematologic response and three achieved a CR. Six of the patients survived for >1 yr. This regimen seemed to be effective in inducing hematologic responses in patients who received total dosages of melphalan of >300 mg (60).

High-Dose Dexamethasone–Based Regimens

A rapid response to therapy is essential in AL amyloidosis. In multiple myeloma, VAD may induce a quick clonal response. However, this regimen presents potential problems in patients with AL amyloidosis: Vincristine can exacerbate autonomic or peripheral neuropathy; doxorubicin can worsen cardiomyopathy; and the intense high-dosage dexamethasone can cause severe fluid retention in patients with renal and cardiac amyloidosis or trigger severe, often fatal, ventricular arrhythmias. At the UK National Amyloidosis Center, 98 patients with AL amyloidosis were treated with a median of four cycles of standard VAD or cyclophosphamide, vincristine, Adriamycin, and methylprednisolone. A hematologic response occurred in 54%, an organ response was evident in 42%, and the treatment-related mortality was only 7%. However, the responses were not durable with evidence of hematologic relapse in 21% of patients after a median time of 20 mo (range 7 to 54).

Experience with multiple myeloma has indicated that dexamethasone accounted for most (80%) of the plasma cell reduction achieved with VAD and avoided the potential toxicity of vincristine and Adriamycin. Pulsed high-dosage dexamethasone, as used in the VAD regimen, has been reported to benefit AL patients with varying response rates. A recently completed Southwest Oncology Group trial with 87 eligible and analyzable patients found that 53% of patients had a hematologic response, and the hematologic response was complete in 24%. Organ function improved in 45%. The median progression-free survival was 27 mo, and overall survival was 31 mo (61).

The toxicity of dexamethasone used with the same schedule of the VAD regimen in AL patients is substantial. A modified-dexamethasone, milder, less toxic schedule (40 mg/d for 4 d every 21 d) induced organ response in 35% of patients in a median time of 4 mo, without significant toxicity (62). The combination of melphalan and dexamethasone produced hematologic response in 67% in a median time of 4.5 mo, with complete remission in 33% and functional improvement of the involved organs in 48%. Treatment-related mortality was low (4%). Median duration of response was 24 mo (range 12 to 48) (63).

Thalidomide

Thalidomide is poorly tolerated in patients with AL amyloidosis, causing fatigue, progressive edema, cognitive difficulties, constipation, neuropathy, syncope as a result of bradycardia, thromboembolic complications, and worsening of renal function. Severe adverse effects impeded dosage escalation above 200 to 300 mg/d and necessitated thalidomide withdrawal in 25 to 50% of the patients (64,65). Thalidomide was given in combination with intermediate-dosage dexamethasone in 31 patients with AL amyloidosis as a second-line therapy. Hematologic and organ responses correlated with the dosage of thalidomide. Overall hematologic response was observed in 15 (48%) patients, 6 (19%) of whom attained a complete response and 8 (26%) of whom attained organ response. Median time to response was 3.6 mo (range 2.5 to 8.0 mo). Hematologic response to treatment resulted in a significant survival benefit (P = 0.01). Treatment-related toxicity was frequent (65%), and symptomatic bradycardia was a common (26%) adverse reaction (66). Similar results are reported by other investigators with respect to tolerability and efficacy of thalidomide alone or in combination.

Overall, it seems that the combination of thalidomide and dexamethasone may be a valid option for refractory or relapsed patients. Because of the fragility of these patients, reduced dosages of thalidomide should be used, and careful monitoring for toxicity is necessary.

Investigational Therapies

The thalidomide analog lenalidomide and the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib both are active in multiple myeloma (67–70). The ability of these drugs, in combination with dexamethasone, to reduce rapidly the concentration of the circulating monoclonal protein in multiple myeloma makes them attractive options also for AL amyloidosis, although more data on response duration and toxicity are needed. In small studies of patients who had AL amyloidosis and either had persistent disease after HDM/SCT or were ineligible for HDM/SCT, lenalidomide with dexamethasone has been found to produce hematologic response in 60% of patients with considerable organ responses (71); however, these clinical trials still are under way. Lenalidomide has a different toxicity profile than thalidomide. Adverse events of thromboembolic complications, myelosuppression, and immunosuppression are noted with lenalidomide, and neurotoxicity generally is not associated with lenalidomide.

An iodinated derivative of doxorubicin, 4-iodo-4-deoxydoxorubicin (IDOX), binds with high affinity to amyloid fibrils and promotes their disaggregation in vitro and in vivo in experimentally induced murine AA amyloidosis (72–74). Administration of IDOX to patients with AL amyloidosis showed promising results in a small, uncontrolled series, but its efficacy was unable to be demonstrated in a larger, multicenter trial, possi-
bly because the effect size was less than anticipated (75, 76). Strategies that combine IDOX with chemotherapy to suppress precursor production and promote amyloid resorption is a rational approach that warrants investigation.

Disruption of the interaction between SAP (7) and amyloid is another approach being investigated as a degradation-promoting treatment. Because SAP is present in all types of amyloid deposits, targeting the SAP–amyloid interaction could have broad application (77). SAP exists in a dynamic equilibrium between the circulation, where it is unbound, and tissue, where it is bound to amyloid. Pepys et al. (79) hypothesized that removal of circulating SAP would drive SAP from tissue amyloid to the circulation and render the tissue amyloid less resistant to proteolysis. E-1-[6-(R-2-carboxy-pyrrolidin-1-yl)-6-oxohexanoyl]pyrrolidine-2-carboxylic acid (CPHPC), a palindromic compound that binds with high affinity to SAP, cross-links two SAP molecules together in a manner that occludes the binding surface of SAP. CPHPC administration depleted SAP from the circulation and from amyloid deposits in murine models, and studies in humans demonstrated rapid SAP clearance from the circulation (79). However, the impact of CPHPC administration on amyloid deposits in either animal models or humans is not known and currently is being studied in phase II trials.

Anti–TNF-α therapy, in the form of etanercept, in 16 patients with advanced AL amyloidosis produced symptomatic improvement in most of them, and half had objective responses, notably in those with macroglossia (80). However, this approach does not have any impact on the underlying plasma cell dyscrasia and therefore is of limited benefit.

Immunotherapy, both active and passive, is another approach that is being pursued actively. Dendritic cell–based idiotypic vaccination has been shown to be well tolerated but to
have limited clinical impact. AL amyloid burden can be reduced markedly in mice by passive immunization with an anti-light-chain murine mAb that is specific for an amyloid-related epitope (81). A humanized antibody is being produced for a phase I/II clinical trial in patients with AL disease.

**Treatment Algorithm**
A summary of my recommendations for the treatment of AL amyloidosis is outlined in Figure 1.

**Conclusions**
Promising treatments are available for patients with AL amyloidosis. Prompt diagnosis of amyloidosis and appropriate referral have the potential to improve outcome for these patients. Maintaining AL amyloidosis in the differential diagnosis of patients who are being evaluated for a variety of syndromes, particularly with nephrotic-range proteinuria, unexplained nonischemic cardiomyopathy, peripheral neuropathy, unexplained hepatomegaly, or atypical multiple myeloma should improve diagnostic efficiency. Despite these improvements in the treatment and diagnosis of AL amyloidosis, continued basic and clinical research effort in this field is needed to help improve the outcome for these patients.
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